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Abstract. The Internet provides possibilities for distributed execution
of business processes and Web Services. This caused the emergence of a
variety of Web Services that might be composed to accomplish tasks. To
efficiently compose these tasks a simple workflow description no longer
suffices. We therefore suggest a description based on high-level Petri
nets called reference nets, allowing for the consideration of pre- and
post-conditions of services offered on the Internet. We demonstrate how
DAML-S models can be automatically translated into high-level nets and
thus can be directly executed in such contexts, including Petri net based
MAS.
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1 Introduction

The modelling of workflows and processes with Petri nets has been thoroughly
investigated (see [2, 16, 1]). Petri nets offer a clear semantics and a rather intu-
itive way to process modelling. This makes them both easy to handle for humans
and unambiguously processable by machines. Based on Renew1 (Reference Net
Workshop, see [13]), a Petri net simulator, written in Java, several approaches
for the modelling of workflows with Petri nets have been made (see [7, 16]).
We adopt those approaches and transfer them to the area of Web Services. The
composition of Web Services is strongly related to the modelling of workflows.

Renew allows for the execution of Java code and is therefore capable of not
only graphically describing a composition of Web Services but also of executing
the described composition. Since process descriptions in DAML-S use XML,
they are hard to read without support. Additionally DAML-S allows for concept
hierarchies, so that a sub-concept might inherit properties from a super-concept.
This makes it rather difficult to grasp the meaning of a DAML-S description.
Based on Renew, we developed a tool to read DAML-S descriptions, show them
as Petri net (reference net) and execute them from within the Renew simulator,
following the ideas introduced in [14], that showed that DAML-S descriptions
can be modelled as Petri nets.
1 Renew is freely available from http://www.renew.de/
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2 Conceptual Background

This tool heavily relies upon the Renew simulator. Renew is a Petri net sim-
ulator that allows for the graphical drawing and for the execution of reference
nets (see [9, 12, 11, 10]). Reference nets represent an extension of the Coloured
Petri net (CPN) formalism (see [8]) adding both the concept of nets within nets
introduced by [15] and the concept of synchronous channels (see [5]). Addition-
ally they provide means to execute Java code directly from within the Petri net
through inscriptions on net elements. Furthermore, Renew has a plug-in mech-
anism, so that it can easily be extended by new functionality. Furthermore new
net classes can be created, loaded as net instances and can therefore be executed.

Having started the Renew-application, two windows appear: a toolbar win-
dow and a drawing window. The former allows to pick a drawing tool which
can than be used in the latter window. By picking places, transitions, arcs and
inscriptions, the user can easily draw a Petri net. These Petri nets can than be
executed, which will then be displayed in an extra window, so that the user can
follow the execution of the net. Figure 1 shows the Renew-simulator with both
windows mentioned above. Here a synchronous channel and execution of Java
code (via the action inscription) is modelled. Via synchronous channels different
net instances can communicate.

The Renew simulator fully supports the execution of reference nets. action
inscriptions make the simulator execute the Java code following the action
keyword. This way arbitrary code can be executed.

DAML-S2 is a based on DAML+OIL3 and provides the framework for a
process ontology to describe Web Services. Just like DAML+OIL, DAML-S is
closely related to description logics. It therefore allows for the discovery of Web
Services through inference. A general category of Web Services can be investi-
gated and the services best suited for a given task can be picked. Besides this
categorisation of Web Services, DAMLS-S also provides information about the
input and the output parameters as well as the preconditions and the effects of
a service (IOPE).

3 Tool

The tool introduced here is a plug-in for Renew. It allows to read a DAML-
S description, which will than be displayed as a set of Petri nets. The Petri
nets generated allow different views on the process, such as the control flow,
the data and the operations. These views were partly adopted from the views
on workflows discussed in [3]. The different nets, that have been generated can
be executed by the simulator. To exchange data, they communicate with each
other through synchronous channels. In order to get a quick overview, the user is
able to merely look at the control flow of a process and in order to get a deeper
insight it is possible to consider each process separately along with its IOPE.
2 http://www.daml.org/services/
3 http://www.daml.org/language/
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Fig. 1. Renew

The Petri nets of a process description are assembled through templates.
These templates specify the basic net layouts of the control constructs allowed in
DAML-S and they contain the templates for atomic and for composite processes.
These templates are placed in the order given by the process description.

To load a DAML-S description one can simply pick the file the service de-
scription is located in. If there is only one service description in this file, this
description will be opened. If there are several such descriptions, the user can
pick the one he or she wants to open.

4 Current Use

Within our Petri net based FIPA4 compliant multi-agent framework Capa (see
[6]), this tool can as well be used to have agents invoke Web Services dynamically.
This way we have enabled a FIPA compliant multi-agent platform to interact
with Web Services. Through an integration of Capa into the Agentcities.net
framework we plan to offer these services to a broader community.
4 http://www.fipa.org
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Apart from them we are currently investigating in how far Web Services can
be modelled through workflow techniques. Through this tool, workflows using
Web Services can be executed without any need of other tools.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We use a special kind of high-level Petri nets – reference nets – as the basic
description technique and formalism for processes and workflows. The technical
implementation is directly possible with the Renew-tool. Our integration into
the agent domain as an open framework results by adding our FIPA-compliant
extension Capa.

As the major contribution here we see the visualisation of DAML-S process
descriptions as well as their execution and their integration into a FIPA compli-
ant multi-agent system. Furthermore we see reference nets as a major modelling
technique for processes. They have a formal semantics, their modelling is sup-
ported by a tool – Renew – and they have successfully been applied to a wide
range of different fields.

What is missing now is the direction from reference nets which have been
modeled directly or which have been derived from other models (e.g. from UML
or AUML interaction diagrams (see [4])) to DAML-S descriptions. Apart from
that it would be of great interest to verify certain properties of the nets generated
or of those to be exported as DAML-S.

Another challenge would be the integration of ontology tools to support the
development of process ontologies in DAML-S as well as the development of
static ontologies in DAML+OIL. Here an integration of tools like Protege5 or
OilEd6 is envisioned.

In the context of Petri nets workflow patterns need to be integrated into nets
simplifying the creation of workflows. Here some approaches exist within the
scope of agent protocols (see [4]).
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